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RELEASE NOTES 
 
 

PROJECT NAME RELEASED BY VERSION NUMBERS RELEASE DATE 

C2-2855 Bruce Meldrum 497 12th March 2014 

DESCRIPTION  

 
This is the third firmware release for the unit, primarily concerned with bug fixes 
This release is not an executable, as it sees us move to using the new CORIOcontrol software for firmware upgrades, 
which only requires a .c2 file.  

 

 

TYPE FULL RELEASE VALID FROM 12th March 2014 

 

DEFECTS RESOLVED 

 

 Fixed issue where default audio connections were swapped for YC & CV compared to design intent 

 Fixed issue where front panel buttons became unresponsive for short periods of time  

 Cursor key behaviour corrected when adjusting Ethernet mask 

 Fixed issue where if the front panel is locked, sending the Back button pressed command via the API allows navigation 
to resume 

 Fixed issue where Logo flashes on briefly when loading default preset 

 Fixed issue where YUV range is out by 1 

 Added CEA video ID code into AV Infoframe 
Fixed firmware update-over-Ethernet bug 

 

NEW FEATURES 

Bug fix release, no new features 
 

 

KNOWN ISSUES 

 

 Known compatibility issue with LM1750HD when using analog RGB (PC input on display). 

 Left-Push transition may show corrupt top line. 

 Occasionally the unit may not reboot successfully from an API command, a power cycle fixes this issue 

 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

 
Ensure you have CORIOcontrol Software for C2-2855 v0.5.2.0 (or greater) installed  

Previous versions of CORIOcontrol Software for C2-2855 DO NOT SUPPORT FIRMWARE UPDATING 

 

If you ‘Cancel Update’ part way through, your unit will be left in an unusable state, it will need a power cycle to recover 

and the firmware will still need re-updating by repeating this procedure (missing steps 3 & 4). 

 

1. Launch the CORIOcontrol Software for C2-2855 v0.5.2.0 

2. Connect to your unit via either Ethernet or RS-232 

3. Choose the ‘System’ menu 

4. Choose the ‘Update Firmware’ option 

5. Choose the ‘Pick Update file to use…’ option 

6. Navigate to, and select the new firmware file you have saved from CRMDesk to your PC 

7. Click ‘Open’ in the dialogue box 

8. Choose the ‘Start Update’ option 

9. Once complete, the unit will restart automatically and the CORIOcontrol Software for C2-2855 will reconnect  
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